Strategy
2021-2025

Over the past few decades, digitalization has fundamentally changed the
options for conducting academic research.
A rapidly growing proportion of today’s data collection methods, data
management and data analyses is driven by software, ranging from smart
algorithms and tools to complex digital infrastructures and frameworks.
Whereas research was once enabled chiefly by material technologies such
as chronometers and microscopes, software has now become an all but
indispensable research instrument. Software has reached such a degree of
complexity and sophistication that availability of highly specific engineering

Joris van Eijnatten

expertise is crucial.

General Director
Meanwhile, the problems that research-performing organizations wish to
tackle are more complex than ever before. Ranging from climate change to
sustainable cities and from aging populations to ‘digital society’, research in
any discipline is unthinkable without extensive access to computers, data
and software. Dealing with such global challenges now and in the future
necessitates the use of digital tools and methods. This is where eScience comes
in: an international, multidisciplinary research practice that focusses primarily
on the development and application of state-of-the-art research software.

On behalf of the eScience
Center’s Directors’ Team:
Monique van der Linden
Director of Operations

Present-day research is becoming increasingly dependent on software. As a
result, what is required is not only the development and implementation of
adequate instruments, but also the stimulation and promotion of new skills
and practices. There is a need to invest in skills to build and improve open and
sustainable research software. The Netherlands eScience Center’s mission is to
help change the way knowledge institutes achieve their research ambitions, by
enabling digitally enhanced research, by strengthening digital competences,

Rob van Nieuwpoort

and by stimulating the sustainability and reusability of research software.

Director of Technology
In this strategy report we outline our ambitions for the next five years. We would

Frank Seinstra
Programme Director

like to thank our colleagues, stakeholders and partners who contributed to this
new strategy.

eScience Center mission statement

“Empowering
researchers across
all disciplines
through innovative
research software”

eScience Center vision statement

“A robust research community,
in which all investigators
in all domains are able to
exploit advanced digital
technologies to answer
curiosity-driven questions,
keeping the Netherlands
at the forefront of cuttingedge international research”
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Netherlands eScience Center

Vision
and mission
The Netherlands eScience Center is the national centre of expertise for innovative software
solutions in academic research. Bringing together knowledge, people and institutions, the
eScience Center builds and applies software to enhance the use of digital technology in
research. Our vision is to establish a robust research community, in which all investigators
in all domains are able to exploit advanced digital technologies to answer curiositydriven questions, thereby keeping the Netherlands at the forefront of cutting-edge
international research.
The eScience Center is a publicly funded organization that collaborates in research projects
awarded on the basis of calls for proposals. Our contributions to projects are primarily in
kind. The Center allocates expertise in the form of research software engineers (RSEs), the
highly skilled technology specialists employed by the Center.
To carry out our mission, the eScience Center collaboratively designs innovative and
sustainable digital solutions. Our specific remit is the application of research software to
big or complex data. We will share the digital competences needed to develop and apply
software, reinforcing researchers’ technological skills and knowledge.
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VISION

a robust research community, in which all investigators
in all domains are able to exploit advanced digital
technologies to answer curiosity-driven questions,
keeping the Netherlands at the forefront of
cutting-edge international research.

AMBITION 1
collaboratively
designing software
for research

MISSION

empowering researchers across
all disciplines through innovative
research software.

AMBITION 2
building digital
expertise

STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES

institutional alignment
software sustainability

open calls
for eScience
domain research

collaborations in
advanced eScience
technologies

workshops
& training

community
building &
networking
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What is eScience?
eScience (‘enhanced science’) is a term that arose in the UK
around the turn of the century to refer to computationally
intensive research, often based on large amounts of data
and involving crossovers between research domains. In the
Netherlands the term has been used over the last decade
to denote computer-assisted research based on advanced
software engineering. Key aspects of eScience now include
software quality, sustainability and reusability. Relevant
eScience

technologies

range

from

machine

learning,

visualization and handling of sensor data, to linked data,
accelerators and high-performance computing.
eScience initiatives have been institutionali
zed as part of
universities or research groups in various countries, including
the UK, the US, Sweden and Denmark. As a national centre,
the Netherlands eScience Center is unique in the world.

eScience Center foci
the quality of our technological
expertise and products

collaboration between software experts
and academic researchers
the impact of our activities

the dissemination of skills and knowledge
o
 pen science in practice

the sustainability and reusability
of software and knowledge
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Building workflows
for text mining
nlppln
nlppln (pronounced ‘NLP pipeline’) is an open-source Python package
that

enables

combining

existing
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way
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interoperability, nlppln also keeps a formal record (provenance) of all
the steps taken in a workflow. This provenance not only makes research more
transparent, but also boosts reproducibility.
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Changing
landscape
The academic landscape is undergoing far-reaching
transformations as a result of large-scale digitalization.
Computer-assisted research has become software-driven:
researchers are able to apply digital methods because they
have access not just to hardware and data, but also to highly
sophisticated software. Advances in software are expected

What is a Research
Software Engineer?

to continue in the foreseeable future as new technologies
rapidly evolve. Meanwhile, nationally and internationally,

The

experts

who

organizations are investing heavily in infrastructure and data

software are now commonly called

management. The impact of European policies on research,

research software engineers or RSEs.

such as the open science agenda, is only expected to grow.

The OECD provides the following

Innovative software solutions have become so advanced

definition of RSEs: ‘A growing number of

and the demand for eScience expertise so pressing that the

people in academia combine expertise

eScience Center’s role in bridging the gap between digital

in programming with an intricate

technology and academic research has become more

understanding of research. Research

relevant than ever.

software

engineers

build

may

eScience

start

as

researchers who spend time developing
The shifting landscape requires the eScience Center to adjust

software to progress their research.

our role. The following sections give an outline of current

They may also come from a more

developments in the academic and technological contexts

conventional software development

in which the eScience Center operates and discusses the

background and are drawn to research

change in focus needed for the eScience Center to address

by the challenge of using software to

these developments.

advance research.’
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The academic context
The following offers an outline of developments that

initiatives aim to bridge the gap between research demands

are expected to influence academic research in the years

and the capabilities of software technology. The eScience

to come: the increased significance of software and digital

Center therefore considers DCCs to be our natural partners

skills in research, the rise of digital competence centers,

for collaboration and knowledge exchange, as this is where

the growing emphasis on open science principles and the

infrastructure, data and software come together. Currently,

expansion of European initiatives.

in research organizations, investment is generally slanted
towards data management rather than software, while

Skills

systematic investment in the application of algorithms to

Compared to just five years ago, researchers are much

research remains limited. Consequently, in the years to

more aware of the possibilities afforded by digital

come, the eScience Center will build more emphatically on

methods — more academics work with larger data sets

the initiatives and expertise within research organizations

and more advanced software than during the eScience

to help establish and expand local capacity in the use of

Center’s initial phase. Universities have invested sub-

research software.

stantially in hardware and infrastructure, and data
storage and management are now firmly established

Open science

on the academic agenda. However, the level of digital skills

In the Netherlands, research organizations adhere to open

varies considerably from one research group to the other.

science principles, which state that research data should be

There is also an increasing awareness that the require-

open and accessible. At the moment, however, the local and

ments for the creation, management and long-term

national responsibilities for data have not been allocated

preservation of research data are very different from the

to specific parties. The same applies to software, if software

requirements for the development, application and sus-

has been put on the agenda at all. The eScience Center

tainable maintenance of research software. For the

aims to establish greater clarity with partners about which

majority of researchers, the effective development

agencies are responsible for developing and sustaining

and application of research software still needs to

software in the context of project-based funding. And we

become an integral part of the daily research process.

will further examine the ways in which open science

In the coming years, the eScience Center will pay due

principles can responsibly be applied to software; this

attention to upgrading the digital skills of researchers

includes the FAIR principles (see fair-software.eu) and

in Dutch academia.

other initiatives in this area. The eScience Center will be a
frontrunner in pushing forward the Dutch open science

Digital Competence Centres

agenda, specifically by stimulating the development

Digital Competence Centers (DCCs) have been established,

and publication of research software that supports the

or identified as such, throughout the academic landscape

reproducibility of research results.

to support research dependent on the use of data and
software. Their aim is to provide support for researchers
working with data and software, enabling them to store,
share and conserve data and tools. DCCs also seek to
pool expertise in data and software in order to increase
accessibility and create synergy. Ideally, a DCC should play
a central and comprehensive role in a research domain,
discipline, faculty or institute, and should include ICT
experts, data stewards and RSEs. The eScience Center’s
mission and the projected goals of DCCs overlap, as both
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European and worldwide developments
The Dutch academic context is interlinked with European
and worldwide initiatives. Acting as a bridge between
local needs and international developments, the eScience
Center will contribute to programmes such as the European
Open Science Cloud and EuroHPC, wherever and whenever
relevant. Knowledge exchange and alignment will be sought
with international eScience, software sustainability and
research software initiatives, including research software
engineering communities and the Research Software
Alliance. The eScience Center will expand our role in setting
the agenda for the European community of eScience
research organizations, for example by means of PLAN-E

photo credit: Michiel Wijnbergh

(the platform for eScience centres in Europe).
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The technological context
The following provides an overview of the eScience Center’s

Moreover, in the near future, the combination of 5G, low-

technological expertise as well as an outline of how these

earth-orbit satellites, edge computing, the Internet of Things

technologies are expected to develop in the coming

and sensors will spur the growth of smart cities, smart rural

years. To be able to contribute to the best digitally en-

areas and, more generally, smart environments. This will

hanced research in the strategy period 2021-2025, the

affect many aspects of society dramatically, ranging from

eScience Center will continue to closely monitor these and

monitoring critical infrastructures such as dykes, railways

other technological developments .

and roads to enabling precision agriculture. All of this can be
combined with accurate and timely geospatial, weather and

Software quality

socio-economic data, and subsequently augmented with

With more software being used in academia, its quality,

AI. The eScience Center will invest in applying AI to domain

accuracy and sustainability has become all the more

research in this way and in other relevant ways.

important. High-quality software leads to better and more
flexible scientific instrumentation, while enhancing the

Analytics

possibility of reusing software and enabling the reproducibility

Applying AI in data analytics is becoming increasingly

of results. In the spirit of the open science agenda, software

common. Deep learning on image data is reasonably

needs to be developed in an open development process, and

well understood, but dealing with multidimensionality,

the use of open-source licences needs to be explored. The

multivariate time series, point clouds, graphs and combined

eScience Center will take on this challenge. This also implies

multi-modal data still poses substantial challenges. To meet

sharing best practices in research software development,

these, traditional ‘big data’ analytics approaches will need to

such as modular software architecture, version control,

be combined with AI in novel ways. Similarly, recent advances

unit and integration testing, the use of online collaborative

gained in AI for textual data, such as topic modelling and

environments (e.g. Jupyter), guidelines for sustainable and

emotion classification, need to be adapted to enable analysis

reproducible software development, and software citation.

of speech and video. It is critically important to understand

By advocating and ensuring software quality, the eScience

how and why AI classifies data and how and why it reaches

Center will increase the impact of eScience beyond the scope

specific conclusions. Advances in visual provenance are key.

of individual projects.

Information on the way visual data are derived makes it
possible to capture all the steps: from raw data via interactive

AI

analysis to the final figures used in publications. The eScience

Artificial Intelligence (AI), a generic term that includes

Center will work on such tasks in the coming years, taking into

innovative technologies such as deep learning, is developing

account novel developments currently emerging in applied

extremely rapidly, partly as a result of major private and

AI, visual analytics, computer vision, data mining, statistics,

government investment worldwide. AI can already be utilized

natural language processing and time series analysis.

together with advanced computing and large datasets to
analyse complex images, understand natural languages,
apply intelligent decision-making, retrieve information
and detect patterns and anomalies. Working with these
technologies, the eScience Center will focus on automatically
cleaning, pre-processing and labelling data to make it ‘AI
ready’. This will help researchers to make AI usable and
explainable, utilizing algorithms that are data efficient so
that they need far fewer labelled data to train AI systems.
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Data processing
Data are becoming larger and more complex, making

stimulated by the eScience Center. A rapidly developing

it increasingly challenging for researchers to efficiently

technology that is similarly promising is quantum

process them. An important task for the coming years is to

computing, although the true potential for application in

go beyond technically linking data and instead to enable

academic research is still unclear.

the meaningful interpretation of these data. This implies
that due attention must be paid to the semantics relevant
to each domain. Furthermore, a promising approach is to
bring ‘compute to data’ rather than ‘data to compute’, which
involves the transfer of huge quantities of data — substantial
advantages are still to be gained in terms of performance,
energy efficiency and privacy. The implementation of such
an approach in actual research requires novel techniques for
direct processing in data stores and archives, ultimately fully
integrating the data and compute infrastructures that are
now still separate. The eScience Center will address these
and other data challenges, focusing on data assimilation
and integration, databases, handling sensor data, linked
data and semantics, and real-time data analysis.
Computing
In the near future, supercomputers will reach the ‘exascale’
(1018 operations per second as well as exabytes of storage).
A significant portion of the global energy resources is
already being used by data centres, which is why powerefficient algorithms will be vital over the next decade.
Meanwhile, novel software abstraction layers will provide
unified access to compute and storage resources. This
will enable, for example, the optimal use of both national
supercomputing and commercial cloud facilities, while
also allowing local infrastructures to be employed.
Researchers will be able to access resources that used to
be beyond their reach, sometimes increasing performance
by a factor of one thousand. Efficient computing will make
scientific applications faster, more scalable, and easier to
use and control. Specific codes as well as entire pipelines
and workflows need to be optimized to enable the use of
modern accelerators such as Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) and large-scale infrastructures (such as clusters and
clouds). These technological developments will be central
to the eScience Center in the coming years. Hierarchical and
programmable storage layers and networks are examples
of other recent technologies whose application will be
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Combining
simulation codes
for physicists
AMUSE and OMUSE
The eScience Center contributed essential expertise for the distributed simulation
environment provided by the Astrophysical Multipurpose Software Environment
(AMUSE), a framework for multi-physics and multi-scale simulations developed at
Leiden University. AMUSE makes it easy for computational astrophysics researchers
to combine existing numerical simulation codes using only a few lines of Python.
It enables fast simulations of objects such as star clusters, proto-planetary disks
and galaxies. AMUSE has had a great impact on the development of astrophysical
simulations, underpinning more than sixty journal papers authored by researchers
world-wide. In a unique collaboration between astrophysicists of Leiden Observatory,
climate researchers at the IMAU at Utrecht University, and the eScience Center, the
AMUSE approach was generalized beyond the original project. The first outcome of
this is OMUSE, a framework for oceanographic and climate science simulations.
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Ambitions
To achieve our vision, the eScience Center contributes to outstanding
research by building and applying state-of-the-art digital technologies.
The eScience Center sees it as our mission both to secure the lasting
impact of digital methods and, equally important, to make researchers
aware of the availability of sophisticated software and research methods.
The eScience Center therefore remains an indispensable link between
academic research and digital technologies. With the Dutch eScience
landscape continuously evolving, this requires the Center to maintain our
visibility while operating as flexibly as possible. Our vision and mission
imply investment in calls for proposals as well as in networks, in domain
research as well as in digital technologies, and in new knowledge as well
as in sustainability.
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Strategic priorities
2021-2025:
Software
sustainability
and institutional
alignment

To maximize our efficiency and impact, the eScience Center has determined
two strategic priorities. The first is a focus on sustainable software, and the second concerns the alignment of the Center’s work with our partners’ strategic
research objectives.

Software sustainability
The eScience Center aims to promote the sustainability of software and increase
the knowledge of, and skills in, software sustainability. To this end we will implement the following measures:
	prioritize the improvement and generalization of eScience software for the
broader research community while tailoring it to specific research questions
	increase our range of hands-on workshops and other forms of knowledge
dissemination, focusing on relevant skills, including software maintenance,
open-source programming, reproducibility, software citation and preservation
	request institutional commitment from project partners with regard to
software sustainability, in order to stimulate the successful handover,
maintenance and adoption of software
	develop, curate and promote online educational resources such as
software development guides and online tutorials
Institutional alignment
The eScience Center wishes to achieve a broader and durable impact on
research communities by aligning our activities and collaborative projects with
institutional research priorities (often called priority areas, strategic themes or
societal themes). The Center will take the following actions:
	set up collaborations with local and thematic DCCs, local eScience initiatives
and the Center’s partners SURF and NWO
	take stock of the research priorities of universities, research institutes
and research consortia in developing collaboration instruments and calls

photo credit: Annelies Verhelst

for proposals
	explicitly request institutional commitment and investment in
collaborative projects
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There will be a significant change in the eScience Center’s

Based on these two strategic priorities, the eScience Center

policy regarding collaborations. In the future, commitment

will pursue two ambitions in order to achieve our vision and

from the research partner’s institute or research community

fulfil our mission over the next five years. The eScience Center

will be required. Moreover, the eScience Center will adapt

will invest in the following:

the terms of our project funding by increasing in-kind
contributions relative to in-cash contributions. The aim

1.	Collaboratively designing software for research. Together

of these measures is to better align the activities of the

with researchers, the eScience Center will develop and

eScience Center with the strategic ambition of research

apply innovative and sustainable digital solutions of

institutions, to reduce selection pressure on all sides, to

superior quality to push the boundaries of disciplinary

make more efficient use of resources and to maximize the

and multidisciplinary research.

Center’s impact on researchers and RSEs. The eScience
Center will align with our own technological priority areas,

2.	
Building digital expertise. The eScience Center will

while continuously adapting to the changing technological

share digital competence, thus reinforcing researchers’

context. At the moment of writing, the eScience Center’s

technological skills and knowledge.

areas of technological expertise are AI, analytics, data
processing, computing and software quality. Privacy and
security are not considered priorities for the eScience Center
— for these topics, the Center relies on the expertise of
our partners.
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Ambition 1:

Collaboratively designing software for research
Researchers continue to require expertise to optimally exploit digital technology in innovative
research. Depending on their needs and ambitions, requests for expertise range from brief
collaborations to multi-year projects. By means of Ambition 1, the eScience Center seeks to
ensure the impact of digital technology across all domains, working together with researchers.
The eScience Center will deliver a unique contribution by:
	improving the digital aspects of internationally outstanding, cutting-edge research
	supporting fields that already apply eScience technologies with high-quality
software engineering
	advancing disciplines relatively new to eScience, increasing their knowledge
and enlarging their potential
The eScience Center will use two general instruments:
1.	open calls for eScience domain research and
2.	collaborations in advanced eScience technologies
The specifics of each instrument will be adapted in accordance with changes in research
policies and demands. In these instruments, the eScience Center aims for high-impact
collaborations, which we will achieve by ensuring optimal matches.
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Optimal matches
To achieve maximum impact, it is critical to have

eScience Center underlines the broader impact for the discipline

a good match between the needs and ambitions

in question as well as the delivery of sustainable, reusable and

of researchers on the one hand, and the eScience

discipline-overarching research software.

Center’s technological and software expertise on
the other. The eScience Center will verify at an

eScience Center calls may be defined without a specific

early stage in the call procedure that researchers

thematic focus or aligned with institutional and community-

have usable data, that existing software has been

oriented research agendas. Moreover, targeted thematic calls

adequately reviewed, and that the methodology

may be launched in collaboration with NWO and other funding

to address the research questions matches the

organizations to maximize the community impact and the

aims and capabilities of the eScience Center.

contribution available to partners.

In all instances, the eScience Center will make
clear agreements regarding the efforts required

Collaboration in advanced eScience technologies

by all parties and the outcomes of each project.

Calls for advanced eScience technologies are intended

These include the division of responsibilities

specifically to advance promising digital technologies. In

regarding the sustainability of software beyond

collaboration with technology experts, the eScience Center

the duration of the project.

will develop fundamental technological knowledge based on a
continuous scanning of the international technology landscape.
The eScience Center will develop a technology roadmap
covering relevant developments that have the clear potential
to address a variety of research problems and disciplines in
the years to come. The roadmap will be developed together
with relevant stakeholders, including SURF, CWI (the national

Open calls for eScience domain research

research institute for mathematics and computer science) and

In our research projects, the eScience Center primarily provides in-

computer science research groups throughout the Netherlands.

kind contributions. In practice, such contributions take the form of

Based on this roadmap, the eScience Center will publish calls

dedicated RSEs who closely collaborate with project partners to

for advanced eScience technologies, keeping the Netherlands

exploit the maximum potential of available digital technologies.

at the forefront of international excellence in the application of

The budget for eScience Center projects is allocated through a

innovative technologies.

programme of open calls for proposals, aimed at introducing or
strengthening technological advancements in domain research.

Other collaborations

The calls are open to all academic disciplines and to researchers at

At both the national and European level, the eScience Center

every stage of their career. Projects are awarded in proportion to

will employ contract research, consultancy projects and public

research demands and expected impact, and across all domains.

funding opportunities as means to increase the impact of our
research software. The decision to foster collaborations with

Contributions to projects will range from small-scale to

public and/or private partners will depend on the degree to

substantial participation, in all in tances, meeting the increasing

which these contribute to the eScience Center’s ability to fulfil

demand from researchers for assistance with problems related

our vision of creating a robust digital research community. Such

to eScience for which expertise is lacking within the research

collaborations will therefore serve the needs of the research

organizations. The inclusion of smaller-scale initiatives allows

community (problem-driven research) or the aims of the

the eScience Center to respond rapidly to the needs of research

eScience Center (building fundamental expertise needed to

domains and enable significant knowledge transfer from the

advance the application of technologies in research).

eScience Center to the project partners. In all instances, the
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Network analysis
tool for legal
research
Case Law App
The Case Law App is an interactive visualization tool that assists the analysis of
Dutch case law. It represents the collection of case law as a network, where each
node in the network represents a case, and citations between cases are shown as
edges in the network. There are several options for interaction with the network and
for exploring its structure, using common network analysis metrics. Developed in
collaboration with Maastricht University as a completely open-source tool, the Case
Law App speeds up the research of legal scholars. Relevant cases can be found in
seconds, allowing legal research to be performed on a much larger scale than before. The tool’s visualization facilitates easy and fast inspection of the composition of
clusters and interrelationships of cases within specific legal domains and is therefore well suited to teaching law students. The tool has already been used in teaching.
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Ambition 2:

Building digital expertise
The eScience Center’s second ambition is to ensure that researchers working at knowledge
organizations enhance their digital competence. The capacity to judge the value of software,
gauge the advantages of deploying it and develop the skills to use it will be crucial to new
generations of both researchers and support staff at universities and research institutes.
Increasing the eScience Center’s impact beyond the remit of individual projects is therefore key
to the strategy for 2021-2025.
Because of the large and growing demand for digital expertise, the eScience Center will invest
in disseminating knowledge and skills while at the same time helping partners to adapt and
reinforce their own support infrastructures. We will actively seek out partners at knowledge
institutions and respond to their needs. The eScience Center’s target audience includes those
involved in research activities across all domains, regardless of their previous experience. More
specifically, the Center will help build digital expertise among support staff at organizations
performing research throughout the Netherlands, extending our support and expertise
in particular to the emerging generation of RSEs. Together with partners such as SURF and
DANS, the eScience Center will invest in activities that range from raising awareness to refining
specific skills.
The eScience Center uses two general instruments: workshops & training and community
building & networking.
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Workshops & training
The eScience Center offers workshops and training courses to researchers and support staff at all stages of their careers.
These activities are closely connected to the Center’s collaborative projects (see Ambition 1) as they increase the skills
needed for the adoption and further development of eScience software. The main activities include:

Digital skills programme. Training and workshop ac-

eScience technology weeks. To stimulate the adopt-

tivities for researchers and RSEs focus on research

ion of eScience technologies in research, the eScience

software engineering and reproducible research. Levels

Center will organize hands-on workshop weeks.

range from basic to advanced, including specialized

Mentored by a group of eScience Center experts,

topics and technologies. Open science workshops offer

small research groups will explore the application of

insight into version control, online collaboration tools,

new technologies and digital methods based on their

reproducible code and programming best practice.

own research problems and datasets.

All courses will be hands-on, based on tried and
tested materials, and taught by certified Carpentries

Online resources. The eScience Center will continue

Instructors from the eScience Center. Partners will be

to curate online resources to stimulate the wider dis-

encouraged to participate in such workshops to ensure

semination of best practices for open and sustainable

the open and sustainable development of the software

research software development. For the broader re-

developed in eScience Center projects.

search community (ranging from RSEs to researchers,
and including DCCs) the Center will offer software

Local capacity building. The eScience Center will offer

development guidelines and recommendations. The

instructor training courses (‘train-the-trainer’) to help

Research Software Directory, an open-source system

establish training capacity at organizations conducting

built by the eScience Center, will be made available

research. To facilitate knowledge sharing and the pooling

for general use. Specifically designed for research

of training capacity, the eScience Center will encourage

software, this Current Research Information System

the development of a network of trainers focused on

(CRIS) makes it easier for research groups and

research software and open science practices. The

research institutes to monitor the impact of their

eScience Center will actively collaborate and align our

software, and for others to find, cite and reuse it.

activities with DCCs and relevant DCC support initiatives.
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Community building & networking
The eScience Center aims to join forces with all those involved in the development, application, maintenance and storage of research software. Such cooperation will help push forward eScience as a fundamental approach in research,
advancing all academic disciplines beyond the current state of the art. The eScience Center will promote, facilitate and
engage in the following:

	RSE network building. By engaging, expanding and

	
Technology and ICT networking. To keep abreast

participating in RSE networks, the eScience Center

of emerging developments in ICT, software, and

will contribute to securing the acknowledgement of

computer and data science, the eScience Center will

eScience as an academic expertise in order to develop

invest in knowledge development and will connect

career paths for RSEs and to stimulate knowledge

with

sharing among RSEs. In particular, to raise the profile and

SURF, with which the eScience Center has a long-

impact of research software engineering, the eScience

standing

Center will promote and facilitate the rapidly growing

Informatica Platform Nederland, CWI, the National

Netherlands Research Software Engineers Community

Coordination

(NL-RSE). We will also bring together organizations and

and initiatives such as the Innovation Center for

facilitate knowledge exchange in ePLAN, the national

Artificial Intelligence and the Netherlands AI Coalition.

key

stakeholders
collaboration,
Point

and
these

Research

networks.
networks
Data

Besides
include

Management,

platform for data-intensive and compute-intensive
research in the Netherlands. In collaboration with

	International developments. In order to advance

research organizations, the Center further intends to

eScience, keep up with developments, exchange

define RSE job profiles. On an international level, the

knowledge and align with eScience support structures

eScience Center will participate in several cooperation

outside the Netherlands, the eScience Center will

schemes, including the international RSE network, the

cooperate with and contribute to European and

Research Software Alliance (ReSA) and PLAN-E (the

other international digital initiatives, including policy

platform for eScience centres in Europe).

development.

	
eScience Center Fellows. The eScience Center

In the context of Ambition 2, the eScience Center will

will invest in a national network of eScience

cooperate closely with SURF as the representative of

Center

an extensive network of stakeholders in research and

Fellows

Fellowship

by

Programme

setting
aimed

up
at

an

eScience

actively

fur-

higher education in the Netherlands. Because SURF

thering the cause of eScience at the level of research

maintains the computing, storage and analytics infra-

organizations. The programme will offer a dedicated set

structure for research on a national level, it comple-

of activities to stimulate the visibility, expertise and

ments the eScience Center’s focus on the development

use of eScience within research groups and research

and application of research software. The eScience

performing organizations throughout the Netherlands.

Center and SURF will therefore invest in mutual
collaboration to equip researchers and support staff
in the Netherlands with the knowledge and skills to
optimally benefit and use infrastructure, data and
software.
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Stakeholders
Embodying the link between academic research and

of research organizations. The eScience Center’s partners

digital technologies, the eScience Center will continue

include universities (including universities of applied

to collaborate closely with players in both worlds. The

sciences), research institutes, public knowledge organiza-

Center will work together with a range of partners to

tions, medical centres, research and ICT infrastructures,

advance our vision, realize our mission, and align our

and research schools (including graduate schools).

calls, projects and trainings with the research agendas

European & global

Universities & University
Medical Centres

Research institutes,
schools & infrastructures

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH

Industry & public sector

Public knowledge organizations

Computer science

European Union

GOVERNMENTAL
BODIES

National government

Research funding organizations

European & global

National

DIGITAL
INFRASTRUCTURES
(Inter)disciplinary

Local and regional
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Organization
Mode of operation
The core of the eScience Center consists of the eScience Center RSEs,
who build on their unique disciplinary backgrounds and knowledge of
the latest digital technologies, applying intellectual creativity to find
solutions to the challenges they encounter within a project.
The eScience Center’s directors are responsible for carrying out the
strategy and maintaining an organizational structure that allows the
Center to achieve our mission. This includes the management of research
projects and the internal dissemination of eScience expertise. Building
digital expertise through networking and outreach is coordinated by
dedicated community officers. The Board of the Netherlands eScience
Center Foundation oversees the eScience Center while the eScience
Advisory Committee acts as an external advisory body.
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Knowledge management
The eScience Center is the frontrunner in the Netherlands in the innovative development and use of digital research
tools and technologies. We will maintain this position by continually investing in internal knowledge transfer and skills
development. The following provides an overview of the activities within the eScience Center itself.

Special Interest Groups. Special interest groups


(ReSA), PLAN-E and the international RSE movement.

(SIGs) are the primary way the eScience Center builds

Participation in international conferences and national

and maintains knowledge internally. SIGs represent

conferences help eScience Center RSEs to stay on top of

communities within the organization whose members

the latest developments in the field of eScience.

pool expertise and keep each other informed on the
latest developments in areas such as machine learning,
GPU and natural language processing. SIGs frequently
present their activities at external events, and they also
invite project partners and external experts to participate
in their activities. In the strategy period for 2021-2025,
the SIGs will focus more on specific technologies
relevant to developments in domain research.
Presentations, workshops, and training courses.

eScience Center RSEs organize weekly presentations
to share project updates, present new insights and
discuss emerging research challenges and demands.
These presentations are frequently supplemented
by internal workshops and training sessions, which
allow participants to sharpen their technological and
professional skills. In addition, the eScience Center
invites academic and industry experts to give lectures at
the Center.
	Other activities. eScience Center RSEs will remain
involved in work exchange programmes with institutions
photo credit: Elodie Burrillon / HUCOPIX

across the country, specifically those in computer
and data science such as CWI. Such programmes offer
several benefits: they accelerate knowledge exchange,
encourage community-building among researchers
and software engineers, and bolster links between the
eScience Center and research performing organizations
across the Netherlands. Moreover, the eScience Center
will continue to participate in relevant international
eScience initiatives such as the international IEEE
eScience conference, the Research Software Alliance
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Finance
The eScience Center is an independent foundation,

range of scientific disciplines. It is partly because of this

established in 2011 by NWO (the Dutch Research Council)

rich diversity that the eScience Center can deliver on

and SURF (the collaborative organization for ICT in Dutch

our mission to push new research boundaries. Diversity

education and research). NWO and SURF provide the Center

will continue to be a key part of our hiring and selection

with our base funding, which comprises the larger part of

process. The eScience Center has put in place measures

the annual budget. Additional income will continue to be

to encourage members of underrepresented groups to

generated through public funding opportunities (mainly

apply for positions. As a next step, the eScience Center

European projects) and contract research with industry

will appoint a diversity officer who periodically evaluates

partners.

whether these goals are being met and suggests additional
measures when needed.

Human resources
The guiding principle of the eScience Center’s human

	Work environment. To facilitate constructive communi

resource policy is to ensure that staff are facilitated in

ty behaviour, the eScience Center maintains an internal

achieving their personal and professional objectives. The

Code of Conduct, thus emphasizing our commitment

eScience Center will continue to ensure that staff have

to creating a friendly and respectful place for learning,

ample opportunity to grow and maximize their potential

teaching, contributing and collaborating, and a welcoming

given the eScience Center’s objectives and mission. This is

and supportive environment for everyone. Clear

done by focusing on the following key areas:

protocols and channels are in place to enable employees
to request help and advice or to raise grievances, which

Training and development. In a rapidly changing digital

include a regulation for the protection of whistle-

landscape, the eScience Center will need to invest in

blowers. The eScience Center has a works council, which

professional flexibility and in providing the opportunity

promotes and protects the interests of all employees.

to update knowledge, skills and expertise. As researchers
in their own right, eScience Center’s RSEs value the

The eScience Center aims to be an attractive employer by

chance to contribute to domain research to help solve

offering competitive employment conditions.

societal challenges within a group of peers. The eScience
Center will enable staff members to attend courses,
workshops and conferences. We will also explore novel
ways of recognizing output and project contributions
on the basis of performance metrics. Furthermore, the
Center will develop job performance criteria that better
fit the eScience Center RSE position, that support career
development and that stimulate team work.
	Diversity and inclusion. The eScience Center is a diverse
organization in which every staff member should feel
accepted and valued. Our focus on diversity touches
on the intrinsic principles of academic research as an
endeavour that benefits from multiple and sometimes
opposing viewpoints. The Center’s staff is exceedingly
diverse: at the time of writing our staff have more than
twenty different nationalities, and backgrounds in a wide
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Comparing
Earth System
Model
Earth System Model eValuation Tool
The Earth System Model eValuation Tool (ESMValTool) is a community diagnostics
and performance metrics tool for the evaluation of Earth System Models (ESMs),
to which the eScience Center has contributed significantly. The tool is widely
used and involves developers from over fifty organizations worldwide. It targets
a range of known systematic biases common to ESMs, such as coupled tropical
climate variability, monsoons, Southern Ocean processes, continental dry biases,
and soil hydrology and climate interactions, as well as atmospheric CO2 budgets,
tropospheric and stratospheric ozone, and tropospheric aerosols. The ESMValTool is
a community effort open to both users and developers encouraging open exchange
of diagnostic source code and evaluation results. The ultimate aim is to run the
ESMValTool alongside the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF).
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Environmental sustainability
The eScience Center will explicitly contribute to environ-

(GDPR), the Animal Experiments Openness Code, the

mental sustainability. Following government policy,

Biosecurity Code of Conduct, and the Netherlands eScience

many of our projects are in the field of sustainability and

Center Policy on Publishing, Licensing and Intellectual

environmental sciences. This is an area in which eScience

Property. The eScience Center’s applicants are required

can have a significant impact by delivering solutions

to develop a data management plan and a software

that serve as a foundation for novel technologies, better

sustainability plan in order to maximize chances for reuse,

directed policy measures and a more efficient allocation

adoption and long-term impact.

of resources. Sustainability thinking will increasingly
influence how the eScience Center runs our day-to-day

Closely related to academic practice and research integrity

operations. For example, sustainability will be an important

is the open-source policy on software that results from

criterion when selecting new service providers or renewing

publicly funded research. The eScience Center continues

current service level agreements. The eScience Center

to make our research output (e.g. software, data and

will appoint a sustainability officer to raise awareness and

publications) available in open access. All source code

initiate activities.

repositories are made publicly accessible on the software
development platform GitHub, while all software, data

Research practice and integrity

and documentation use permissive open-source licences.

The eScience Center aims to be a frontrunner in finding a

This ensures that the work is reproducible and verifiable,

new balance in the recognition and rewards for academics,

and therefore increases the transparency and integrity

specifically with regard to open science, and we subscribe

of the eScience Center’s activities.

to the Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA).
The eScience Center adheres to the Netherlands Code of
Conduct for Research Integrity, issued by the Association
of Universities in the Netherlands (VSNU). The Code stipulates the principles and regulations that govern academic
teaching and research. These correspond to the use
of honest and verifiable methods in conducting and
evaluating research, and reporting research results with
particular attention to the adherence to rules, regulations
and guidelines, including giving appropriate credit to prior
work where it is due, and following commonly accepted
professional codes or norms. In addition, the eScience
Center follows the General Data Protection Regulation
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Examples
from the
eScience
Center
portfolio
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A computational
‘magnifying glass’
for climate research
Transformations in cloud cover and atmospheric circulation are key factors in determining future climate change. Due to the limitations of models and supercomputers, clouds cannot be explicitly simulated in current global climate models. Daan
Crommelin (CWI) and Pier Siebesma (TU Delft) realized that if they could combine
detailed numerical models of turbulence and cloud-resolving (so-called Large Eddy
Simulations) with a global weather and climate forecast model, they might be able
to tackle the problem. Two issues impeded their progress. First, the complexity of
the software codes hampered the coupling of different models. Second, the process
was still too slow to compute the effects of clouds on climate change.
A team of eScience Center RSEs worked
on the problem with teams at CWI and
TU Delft. Capitalizing on eScience Center
expertise, the eScience Center RSEs
improved the coupling of the software,
connecting a Large Eddy Simulation
model to the best global weather
forecast model open for academic use:
the OpenIFS of the European Center for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasting.
This

allowed

two-way

interaction

between the models, covering a huge
range of scales (from tens of metres to
tens of kilometres). For the coupling, the
team co-developed a generic framework
called OMUSE, which is now also used in
other projects, significantly improving

Credits: Johanna Grönqvist

the software’s quality and sustainability.
The project itself continued to accelerate the numerical codes on large-scale
modern supercomputer infrastructures. It delivered a world-leading global
weather and climate prediction model that simultaneously simulates large-scale
atmospheric flow and fine-scale turbulence. The software is, as it were, a unique
computational ‘magnifying glass’.
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Googling the
cancer genome
Cancer is caused by mutations in DNA that make cells

This project exemplifies what can be achieved by bringing

divide uncontrollably. The acceleration of DNA sequencing

together experts from diverse fields, in this case in DNA

over the last decade, with the associated reduction in

sequencing, bioinformatics, artificial intelligence, parallel

cost, offers potential for improved cancer diagnostics and

computational workflows and software engineering.

personalized treatment. The bottleneck, however, is the

Support by the SURF infrastructure and expertise was

size and complexity of the sequencing data. Jeroen de

crucial for processing privacy-sensitive data sets on the

Ridder (University Medical Center Utrecht) initiated the

Cartesius supercomputer. Available to the larger community

‘Googling the Cancer Genome’ project to identify cancer-

as open-source software, the methods developed in the

causing mutations directly from a patient’s DNA sequence.

project will serve as an important component in future
clinical decision-making for cancer patients.

The project team took two different approaches. First,
they integrated the existing algorithms for identifying
structural

mutations,

which

are

computationally

demanding and complex to execute, into a single robust
workflow system. The team reused and combined multiple
existing technologies for efficient parallel processing,
testing and easy configuration. Second, they developed a
novel algorithm for the detection of structural mutations,
based on state-of-the-art deep learning technology. This
required a combination of expertise in DNA sequencing,
artificial intelligence and data analytics; the eScience
Center’s experience with deep learning algorithms for large
sequential data was put to good use.

License: CC0 Public Domain
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Opening the black box
of machine learning

photo credit: Elodie Burrillon / HUCOPIX

In recent years, researchers have studied the social and

For the researchers involved it was important to control

political impact of fake news, filter bubbles and other effects

and adjust settings that are typically hidden in the complex

of the pervasiveness of social media. This often requires

source code of algorithms. At the same time, they expected

time-consuming manual analysis of large amounts of

to make progress if they could compare multiple machine-

textual content. Machine-learning algorithms can speed up

learning models while visualizing inevitable classification

this process. Despite their potential, however, successful

errors. The project developed a web-based tool that

application of these algorithms is still limited. Interpretation

enables the selection and evaluation of different machine

of results is tentative, while the performance evaluation of

learning algorithms as well as the ability to easily adjust

algorithms and the analysis of bias remain complex issues.

settings and parameters. In addition, the tool provides

To address these key challenges, the University of

insights into the type of errors that the algorithms make

Groningen, CWI, the Dutch National Library (KB) and the

by visualizing their behaviour.

Netherlands Institute for Sound and Vision collaborated
with the eScience Center on the NEWSGAC project. The

The project enabled the domain researchers to make

goal of the project was to develop transparent machine-

informed decisions about the combination of machine

learning tools for large-scale analysis of newspaper content.

learning settings that best served their goals. A web-based

Automatically detecting genres of news articles would

tool is now available for the whole research community via

allow researchers to more reliably and accurately analyse

the Media Suite offered by the research infrastructure for

changes and trends in news reporting over decades.

the humanities, CLARIAH.
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Testing the
Higgs boson
One of the great scientific achievements of the twentieth

The team designed a custom parallelization framework

century, the Standard Model of particle physics, predicted a

allowing rapid computation. The physicists were able to

particle consistent with the so-called Higgs mass. In 2012 the

use RooFit exactly as they were used to, while automatically

last major missing link was finally discovered. Various pro-

benefitting from the performance increase. The involvement

perties of the ‘Higgs boson’ needed to be rigorously tested.

of CERN-based physicists and software developers allowed a
smooth and immediate implementation of eScience Center

To build a single combined model of the Higgs boson,

innovations. The project led to various improvements, for

hundreds of physicists worked together analysing data from

example to the contents and format of statistics courses

particle accelerators, such as the Large Hadron Collider

that use RooFit as an educational tool (employing Jupyter

(LHC) at CERN. The tool selected for this Herculean task

notebooks).

was RooFit, part of the ROOT data analysis framework.
Originally developed by Wouter Verkerke (University of
Amsterdam), RooFit separates model building and data
fitting from technical implementation and optimization. To
achieve statistically more reliable outcomes and develop
more complex theories, researchers needed to be able to
use the tool flexibly. At the same time, the run-time had to
be reduced by at least one order of magnitude.

Credit: Marcelloni De Oliveira, Claudia: CERN
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Classification
tool using deeplearning methods
mcfly
mcfly is a Python library developed by the Netherlands eScience Center to find a
suitable neural network configuration to carry out deep learning on time series data
– a kind of data used, for example, in statistics, weather forecasting, mathematical
finance and astronomy. A time series is a series of data points indexed in time order
such as activity logs, heights of ocean tides or the daily closing of the Amsterdam
Exchange Index. The eScience Center RSEs started developing mcfly in 2016, and
the tool makes explicit the steps that are required to train a model while offering
useful default values at each step. It then tries out different network configurations,
training each one on the data provided by the user before listing the performance of
each network along with a visualisation that helps the user judge their tendency to
overfit or underfit the data.
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